Dissociated behavior of low-frequency responses and high-frequency oscillations after systemic morphine administration in conscious rats.
It has been proposed that high-frequency oscillations (HFOs) and underlying conventional somatosensory-evoked potentials (SEPs) have different brain origins. To further explore the neural mechanism of HFOs, we recorded the SEPs responding to high-intensity electrical stimulation applied to the hind paw of conscious, freely moving rats. We also investigated the effect of systemic morphine on HFOs and the conventional SEPs. HFOs after high-intensity electrical stimulation showed a widespread distribution in frontal and temporal regions of the brain. The amplitude of HFOs was significantly decreased by systemic morphine, whereas the primary conventional SEP components remained unaffected. The different changes in HFOs and primary SEP components after systemic morphine administration provided further evidence for the hypothesis that HFOs and underlying conventional SEP components have different origins.